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Abstract
Mammalian lungs are branched networks containing thousands to millions of airways arrayed in
intricate patterns that are crucial for respiration. How such trees are generated during development,
and how the developmental patterning information is encoded, have long fascinated biologists and
mathematicians. However, models have been limited by a lack of information on the normal sequence
and pattern of branching events. Here we present the complete three-dimensional branching pattern
and lineage of the mouse bronchial tree, reconstructed from an analysis of hundreds of developmental
intermediates. The branching process is remarkably stereotyped and elegant: the tree is generated by
three geometrically simple local modes of branching used in three different orders throughout the
lung. We propose that each mode of branching is controlled by a genetically-encoded subroutine, a
series of local patterning and morphogenesis operations, which are themselves controlled by a more
global master routine. We show that this hierarchical and modular program is genetically tractable,
and it is ideally suited to encoding and evolving the complex networks of the lung and other branched
organs.

Many organs are composed of highly ramified tubular networks, each with a distinct
architecture tailored to its physiological function. The bronchial tree of the human lung has
over 105 conducting and 107 respiratory airways arrayed in an intricate pattern crucial for
oxygen flow1–4. Classical studies of lung structure5–8 raise the question of how the information
required to generate a tree of such complexity is biologically encoded9. Individually
configuring thousands or millions of branches would require a tremendous amount of
patterning information, far more than is biologically plausible, to specify when and where each
branch forms during development, and the size, shape, and direction of outgrowth of each
branch. One possibility is that the process is not precisely controlled, for example if branching
occurs randomly to fill available space. Another is that control is precise but coding is
simplified by repeated use of a branching mechanism, as in Mandelbrot’s fractal model and
other elegant algorithms10–17.
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Even with these attractive models and recent progress in identifying lung development
genes18, understanding of the program that directs branching remains rudimentary. This is
largely due to the complexity of the bronchial tree, which makes it difficult to follow branching
dynamics beyond the earliest events19–21. Although branching of the lung and other organs
can occur in culture22–25, it is unlikely these recapitulate the full pattern. Here, we have
determined the complete in vivo pattern of branching and branch lineage of the mouse bronchial
tree, and show that it is generated using three geometrically distinct local modes of branching
coupled in three different sequences.

The branch lineage of the mouse bronchial tree
The bronchial tree develops by branching of airway epithelium into surrounding mesenchyme.
Although the process cannot be visualized in living embryos with current techniques, we
reasoned we could reconstruct the branching sequence from fixed specimens, provided the
process is stereotyped. An immunostaining procedure was developed to visualize the full three-
dimensional structure of the bronchial tree in fixed lungs (Fig. 1a). Examination of hundreds
of wild-type CD1 specimens collected between embryonic day (E) 11 and E15 revealed that
the branching pattern is remarkably stereotyped. This allowed us to reconstruct the sequence
of events — where, when, and in what order, branches form — from finely staged specimens
(Fig. 1b). This information was used to construct a lineage diagram representing the
developmental history of the ~5000 branches of the bronchial tree (Fig. 1c, d; Supplementary
Fig. 1). We found that there are three branching modes used repeatedly throughout the lung,
which we call domain branching, planar bifurcation and orthogonal bifurcation.

Domain branching
In domain branching, daughter branches form in rows (“domains”) at different positions around
the circumference of the parent branch, like the rows of bristles on a bottle brush (Fig. 2f). In
the left primary bronchus (L) lineage, the first secondary branch (L.L1, abbreviated L1) buds
off the lateral aspect of the founder branch L late on E11 (Fig. 1b). Over the next two days
additional branches sprout distal to L1, creating a row of lateral secondary branches numbered
in the proximal-distal sequence in which they form (L1, L2, …; Fig. 1b, 2a). As these sprout,
another row begins to form along the dorsal surface of L. The first dorsal branch (D1) buds
just distal to the level of L1, and others bud sequentially in proximal to distal order (Fig. 2a,
b). As this domain develops, a third row begins to sprout from the medial surface of L, then a
fourth from the ventral surface (Fig. 2b, c). This ventral domain often consisted of just a single
branch (V1) located distally, and sometimes there were none. Although rudimentary, this is a
bona fide domain because we found rare wild-type variants and a mutant that form more
complete rows (see below).

Secondary branches off RCd (distal portion of the R primary branch) also arise by domain
branching, beginning with a row of lateral branches (Fig. 1b). The spacing of branches in each
row and the order in which rows trigger (Fig. 2c) are the same as in the L lineage, but the
proximal-distal positions at which rows initiate and number of branches in each row are not.
For example, the first dorsal branch (RCd.D1) forms proximal to the first lateral branch
(RCd.L1), whereas in the L lineage the first dorsal branch (L.D1) forms distal to the first lateral
branch (L.L1). Although the timing and spacing of branch budding within a row was regular
and stereotyped, these parameters were not tightly coupled between rows. Thus, each row
appears to comprise an independently patterned domain.

The results imply there are two patterning systems controlling domain branching: a proximal-
distal system including a periodicity generator that controls the sequence of branching within
each domain, and a circumferential system that specifies the positions of domains and the order
domains are used (Fig. 2f). Also, because domains differ in number of branches and the position
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at which branching initiates, the proximal-distal system must also set the initiating position
and register of each domain.

Planar and orthogonal bifurcation
Although many tertiary branches also form by domain branching (Fig. 2c and Supplementary
Fig. 1), some tertiary and later generation branches form by a different mode in which the tip
expands and bifurcates. In the L.L2 lineage (Fig. 2d), the founder branch bifurcates along the
anterior-posterior axis to form a pair of 3° branches, which bifurcate again in a similar
orientation to form four 4° branches. The process repeats, creating planar arrays of fourteen or
more branches by E16. We call such series of two or more tip divisions, all of which occur in
the same plane, planar bifurcation (Fig. 2f).

Other tertiary and most later generation branches form by a third branching mode called
orthogonal bifurcation (Fig. 2e). Branches bifurcate at their tips, as in planar bifurcation.
However, between each round of branching there is a ~90° rotation in the bifurcation plane,
so that the four granddaughters are arranged in a rosette (Fig. 2f). Typically, this alternating
sequence continues with the bifurcation plane rotating ~90° in each round, as in the RCd.L1.V1
lineage which undergoes at least four rounds and generates a cluster of 30 branches (Fig. 1d).

The anatomical orientation of each round of orthogonal bifurcation is generally stereotyped
and can be distinct for different branches. For example, L.D2 first bifurcates along the lateral-
medial and then the anterior-posterior axis, whereas RCd.D1 does the reverse (Fig. 2e).
However, orientation control appears to deteriorate over time because the orientation of late
generations in the RCd.L1.V1 and other lineages were less stereotyped, although they were
always oriented orthogonal to the preceding bifurcation.

Pattern of deployment of the local branching modes
The three branching modes described above are used at many different times and positions and
account for nearly all branching events in the first five days of lung development
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Pseudocoloring branches according to the mode by which they form
revealed that each mode is associated with a specific aspect of lung design (Fig. 3a). Domain
branching is used first and generates the central scaffold of each lobe, setting its overall shape
(e.g., trigonal pyramidal for RAc). Planar bifurcation forms the thin edges of lobes, and
orthogonal bifurcation creates lobe surfaces and fills the interior.

There is no global transition from one branching mode to another. At many developmental
stages all three modes are used concurrently (Fig. 3a), and even individual branches can use
more than one mode (Fig. 3b). Furthermore, branching proceeds at different and somewhat
variable rates in different lineages (see below). Thus, deployment of the branching modes is
not controlled by a global developmental or generational clock. Rather, each lineage proceeds
independently through a characteristic sequence of branching modes.

With three branching modes and seven or more generations of branches, there are thousands
of possible sequences in which branching modes could be used. However, only three were
observed (Fig. 3c). In sequence 1, a founder branch (e.g., L.D2) formed by domain branching
switches immediately and permanently to orthogonal bifurcation (Fig. 2e). In sequence 2, a
founder branch formed by domain branching (e.g. L.L2, Fig. 3b) forms some daughters (e.g.
L.L2.D1) by domain branching, which switch permanently to orthogonal bifurcation, as in
Sequence 1 (dotted box in Fig. 3c). However, the founder forms other daughters by planar
bifurcation (e.g. L.L2.A, L.L2.P). These daughters continue to undergo planar bifurcation at
their tips, and also form domain branches along their length. These domain branches switch
permanently to orthogonal bifurcation. In sequence 3, a founder and some of its descendants
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recapitulate Sequence 2 (right half of Sequence 3, Fig. 3c). However, the founder also forms
daughters that themselves follow Sequence 2 (dotted box, left half of Sequence 3).

Figure 3d shows where each of the three sequences are used and the lineages they generate.
Remarkably, these three sequences of deployment of the three branching modes describe the
complete lineage of the bronchial tree.

Variability and errors in the branch lineage
Although much of the branching process is stereotyped, it is not invariant. There was local
variability in the temporal sequence of branching so that some lineages get ahead of, or fall
behind, other lineages (Supplementary Fig. 2). There was also spatial variability including
subtle differences in register between branches in different domains of a parent branch, and
relaxation in the absolute orientation of later rounds of orthogonal bifurcation. None of this
temporal or subtle spatial variability altered branch lineage. However, we also found variants
that did affect lineage, which we call branching “errors.”

Errors were identified in specimens with branch patterns that could not be reconciled with the
canonical lineage unless an anomalous branching event had occurred. For example, there were
specimens in which a branch originated off the wrong parent branch, a “branch displacement”
error (Fig. 4a, b), or a branch was missing and daughter branches sprang directly from the
grandparent (“skipping a generation”; Fig. 4c, d). Despite their inappropriate origins, such
branches went on to branch in their usual manner (Fig. 4a′-d′), demonstrating that the
information controlling a branch’s subsequent branching is not encoded within the parental
branch, and that continuation of the branching program is not contingent upon completion of
each prior step. We also found lungs in which a founder branch and all its descendants were
missing, such as the L.V1 and RCd.V1 lineages (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 1). In each
of these “optional” lineages, the founder forms by domain branching and is typically the only
branch formed in the last domain used.

Some errors, such as branch displacement, were rare, occurring at <1% of all branching events
scored. Others were more common, and some, like skipping generations in the RCd.L1 lineage,
approached the frequency of the “normal” event. Errors were not randomly distributed but
tended to occur at specific sites and times in lung development. A more limited analysis of five
inbred strains (A/J, C3H/HeJ, C57BL/6J, DBA/2J, and FVB/NJ) showed the same pattern of
branching and same types of errors and other variation as in the outbred CD1 strain, with one
exception detailed below. Thus, errors are not due to genetic heterogeneity. Rather, they
identify intrinsically imprecise steps in the branching program.

Genetic control of branch lineage and pattern
To begin to elucidate the genetic basis of the branching program, we investigated branch
lineage and pattern in two mutants and an inbred strain with airway patterning defects. In
inversus viscerum (iv) mutants in the Dnahc11 dynein heavy chain gene26, left-right axis
specification is randomized and in about half the animals the positions and gross structures of
organs is reversed27. We found that the lung branching pattern and lineage was completely
reversed in some mutant embryos (Supplementary Fig. 3), demonstrating that deployment and
coupling of the branching modes is under global genetic control, downstream of Dnahc11 and
the left-right asymmetry pathway.

In contrast to this global effect, null mutations in sprouty2 (Spry2)28, encoding a Sprouty family
receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor29,30, had local and subtle effects on branch pattern and
lineage: there were extra branches in the ventral domains off L and RCd (Fig. 5a, b;
Supplementary Fig. 4). The extra branches sprouted earlier and more proximally than the
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normal branches in these domains, expanding the domains toward the base of the parent branch.
The ectopic branches formed additional generations, creating ectopic lineages
indistinguishable from those of normal branches in the domain. Thus, Spry2 restricts the
number of branches in the two ventral domains, and in its absence normally non-branching
regions along the parent branches acquire the branching identity of more distal regions.

One inbred strain (C57BL/6J) had a subtle defect in branch positioning: branches in the dorsal
domains of L and RCd were shifted distally along the parent branch (Fig. 5c, d; Supplementary
Fig. 5). Despite this shift, the subsequent branch pattern and lineage of the displaced branches
were unperturbed. We named the phenotype shifty and propose that the shifty locus encodes
a modulator of the pathway that sets the proximal-distal register of domains.

DISCUSSION
The branching pattern and lineage of the mouse bronchial tree reveals the logic of the lung
branching program. Three local modes of branching (Fig. 2f) are used in three different
sequences in the developing lung (Fig. 3). Each branching mode (domain branching, planar
bifurcation, and orthogonal bifurcation) creates a different arrangement of branches (bottle-
brush, planar array, rosette) and serves a specific function in lung design (scaffold, edge,
surface/interior). The repeated use of these branching modes, along with a hierarchical control
and coupling scheme, allows genetic encoding of the complex but stereotyped bronchial tree.

A formal model of the airway branching program
All three branching modes are geometrically simple and easy to encode. We propose that each
is controlled by a locally operative, genetic subroutine, a series of discrete patterning and
morphogenesis events (Figs. 2f, 6). Domain branching requires a proximal-distal “periodicity
generator” that sets the timing and spacing of branches within a domain, and a circumferential
“domain specifier” that dictates the positions of domains around the parent branch and the
order domains trigger. Planar and orthogonal bifurcation require a branch “bifurcator”, and
orthogonal bifurcation requires a “rotator” that reorients the bifurcation plane by 90° between
events. All subroutines require a “branch generator.” Some of these steps may themselves be
modular and shared among subroutines (Fig. 6).

Because the pattern of deployment of the branching modes is complex but stereotyped, we
infer that there is higher order, perhaps emergent, patterning information, “the master routine”,
which calls subroutines at specific times and positions in the lung development program. The
three different sequences in which branching modes are combined (Fig. 3d) are each simple
variants of a general coupling scheme (Fig. 6). Thus, the master routine need only encode the
three variants, and where each is used. Coding is further simplified because most or all branches
within a domain use the same scheme (Fig. 3d).

Although the sequences of subroutine use are rigidly specified, temporal variability in the
program (Supplementary Fig. 2) implies that the master routine does not function as a control
center that calls subroutines individually in a fixed global order. Rather, it appears to set the
coupling scheme for each lineage early and then allow each lineage to proceed through its
sequence independently. The program is also regulative because branching continues normally
after suffering errors (Fig. 4).

Because there are stereotyped local differences in the branching modes, such as the number of
branches in a domain and the absolute orientation of orthogonal bifurcation, the master routine
must also encode position-specific modifications in the subroutines, which we represent as
local input parameters (P) (Fig. 6). Setting these local parameters may be the most
computationally intensive part of the program.
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Elucidating the genetic basis of the branching program
A critical challenge ahead is to determine the genetic and molecular basis of the master routine,
three subroutines, and the local parameters. With the lineage in hand, functions can now be
assigned with unprecedented precision to the dozens of extant lung development genes18,31–
34. We found that Spry2 regulates the site of initiation and number of branches in specific
domains (P1, Fig. 6), and shifty controls the proximal-distal register of entire domains (P2,
Fig. 6). It will be particularly important to identify genes that underlie the periodicity generator,
domain specifier, bifurcator, and rotator, because they are central to the distinctive geometries
of the branching modes and likely to involve novel patterning processes.

Airway branching is one of many processes required to build a lung. Others include airway
size control, airway cell differentiation, alveolus formation, and patterning pulmonary blood
vessels. Because airways appear to set arterial and smooth muscle pattern35, and signals from
the airways likely direct morphogenesis of other tissues in the lung too36, parsing the airway
branching program is a critical step towards elucidating the full program of lung development.

Evolution of branching networks
Branching networks come in many sizes, cellular architectures, and branching complexities
that differ between organs and species37–39. For example, the human bronchial tree contains
millions of branches, several orders of magnitude more than in mouse, whereas the lobes of
frog lung are unbranched sacs. Human and mouse lungs also differ in lobation and branch
pattern.

The modular logic of the mouse lung branching program suggests how such structural diversity
is created during evolution40–42. New branching patterns can arise by reiterative use of
subroutines or new patterns of their deployment. Indeed, the limited developmental data
available for human and pig provides evidence that at least domain branching and orthogonal
bifurcation are used in other animals20,21,43. New branching patterns can also arise by local
modifications of subroutines, like the increased number and altered positions of domain
branches in Spry2 and shifty mutants, and the reduction of the standard four-domain structure
to three domains for R.Ac. More extreme modifications could create entirely new subroutines:
orthogonal bifurcation may have evolved from planar bifurcation by acquisition of the rotator
function. Branching subroutines controlled by a master routine may represent a general
biological strategy for encoding and evolving complex branch patterns.

METHODS SUMMARY
Outbred CD1 embryos, inbred A/J, C3H/HeJ, C57BL/6J, DBA/2J, and FVB/NJ embryos, and
iv (ref. 27) and Spry2ΔORF/ΔORF (ref. 28) null and littermate control embryos were dissected
in PBS. Noon of the day a vaginal plug was detected was considered ~E0.5. Lungs were fixed
and airway epithelium was visualized by indirect immunofluorescence after staining with rat
anti-E-Cadherin primary antibody (clone ECCD-2)44, biotinylated secondary antibody, and
avidin-peroxidase and tyramide histochemistry. Some lungs were double stained with Cy3-
conjugated mouse anti-Smooth Muscle α-Actin antibody (clone 1A4) to enhance visualization
of early branch generations. See online Methods and Supplementary Methods for details.

METHODS
Mice

CD1 mice (Charles River Laboratories) were used for the wild type analysis. Inbred strains
(Jackson Laboratory) were: A/J (n=21 lungs analyzed), C3H/HeJ (n=8), C57BL/6J (n=20),
DBA/2J (n=10), and FVB/NJ (n=13) mice. iv/iv mice27 were from Jackson Laboratory.
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Spry2−/− embryos and their Spry2+/− and Spry2−/− littermates were obtained from crosses of
Spry2 mutant alleles28 on three different mixed genetic backgrounds; similar results were
obtained for all three.

Imaging
All specimens were imaged on Leica MZFLIII, Leica MZ16FA or M2 Bio (Kramer Scientific)
fluorescence stereomicroscopes. Images were captured with a Spot RT slider (Diagnostic
Instruments) camera with Spot software or a Retiga 2000R (Q Imaging) camera with Image-
Pro (Media Cybernetics) software. Adobe Photoshop software was used to adjust image levels
and to pseudocolor the images in Fig. 3a.

Constructing the branch lineage of the mouse bronchial tree
For each branch, the lineage was reconstructed by assembling the branch patterns of fixed,
immunostained lungs from E11 up to E15 (as described in the text) into local, self-consistent
orders from which we could infer the dynamic sequence and pattern of branching. For most
branches, the lineage is based on groups of specimens that included all or most intermediates.
However, for some branches that form during E14, we did not obtain every intermediate but
were nevertheless able to reconstruct the lineage and branching dynamics based on the
morphological similarity of the intermediates obtained to those of positions where we were
able to reconstruct the lineage in detail. Lineages L.M2-3, RCd.M2, R.Ac.A1-4, and
R.RMid.V1-4 were the most difficult to reconstruct. They form relatively late and, because of
the shape of the lobes, become difficult to visualize clearly as branching proceeds.

Representing the branch lineage in the lineage diagram
Because there is variability among specimens in the local rate of progression through the
lineage (see text and Supplementary Fig. 2), and because branching in most positions continues
beyond E15, the extent of the lineage shown in Supplementary Figure 1 was, with two
exceptions, based on a single, representative E15 lung. One exception was the number of
branches in each domain off L and RCd. The number of 2° branches in these eight domains
appears complete by E14 because the number of branches did not increase between E14 and
E15 as it did for other domains. Hence, for these eight domains, we show in the lineage diagram
the maximum number of 2° branches observed in five different E15 lungs. The other exception
was the number of rounds of orthogonal bifurcation shown for each sublineage. In the lineage
diagram, we show the same number of rounds of orthogonal bifurcation for each daughter
branch even though sister branches do not always bifurcate synchronously, and we show a
maximum of four rounds because it was difficult to ascertain the branching pattern beyond
that. The R.Md.D1 “optional” lineage (see text) was present in the E15 specimen used and
hence is included in the lineage diagram but other optional lineages were not, including
R.Ac.P1, and anterior or posterior 3° branches off L.L2-6 and RCd.L1-5. Branching
“errors” (see text and Fig. 4b–e) are also not included in the diagram.

Because there is some variability in the absolute orientation of orthogonal bifurcations (see
text), particularly late in a series of orthogonal bifurcations, in the lineage diagram we did not
name the branches produced by the fourth round of orthogonal bifurcations by their orientation,
as we do for the earlier rounds, but instead use an asterisk. For the earlier rounds, the orientation
given is the one most frequently observed.

Assigning branching modes
Assigning the mode of formation to each branch in the lineage was obvious for most branches
from the branching dynamics inferred from the series of developmental intermediates.
However, the following branches warrant special comment.
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Some branches that appear to form by domain branching (e.g., RCd.V1 and L.V1; see text)
were “singletons,” i.e. they were the only branch found in a particular domain. We assume that
these are unusual domains in which just a single branch typically forms or domains in °which
additional branches form later in development, hence we assigned these branches as the first
branch in the domain (e.g. L.L2.A.D1). Likewise, some entire domains that are missing in the
lineage presumably form later in development. However there may also be more variation in
the number and position of domains that form late.

Because bifurcations were identified as planar or orthogonal based on the orientation of the
subsequent round of bifurcation, for the final generation in lineages in which we did not collect
information on subsequent branching events, we designated the bifurcation as orthogonal or
planar based on morphology and analogy to neighboring positions in the lineage. For example,
L.L2.A.A.V1.A and .P which form off a branch that forms by domain branching, look like the
first round of orthogonal bifurcation as seen off other branches that form by domain branching.

In several positions in the lineage there were potential ambiguities in assigning branching
modes. One was at 1° branch tips where several branches we assigned as forming by domain
branching (RCd.L4, RCd.L5, L.5, and L.6) could also be interpreted as planar bifurcations
based on branching dynamics and morphology. However, this alternative interpretation is
unlikely because elsewhere in the developing lung branches that form by planar bifurcation
undergo domain branching in the same domains used by the parent, whereas these branches
use only a subset of the domains used by the parent branches. It is also possible based on
branching morphology to interpret RCd.L5 and L.L6 as simply the continuation of the 1°
branch. However, this too is unlikely because they only form daughter branches in two of the
four domains of the 1° branch.

In lineages using Sequence 3 (e.g., L.L1), where a domain (e.g., L.L1.A1 and .2) and daughter
branches that form by planar bifurcation (e.g., L.L1.A and .P) lie in the same plane, domain
branches could alternatively be interpreted as forming by highly asymmetric planar
bifurcations in which one daughter branch of the bifurcation appears to form part of the domain
and the other appears to be a continuation of the parent branch. However, we do not prefer this
interpretation because all other planar bifurcations are symmetric. Rather, we suggest this
relatedness indicates how domain branching may have evolved from planar bifurcation.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Branching morphogenesis of the mouse bronchial tree
a, Whole mount lungs (ventral view) at embryonic day indicated immunostained for E-
Cadherin (green) to show airway epithelium. Dotted lines, right cranial (RCr), right middle
(RMd), accessory (RAc), right caudal (RCd), and left (L) lobes. Bar, 500 μm. b, Reconstructing
branching dynamics using three E12 specimens ~3 hours apart in age. Lateral 2° branches L1-3
(dots in b, c) sprout in proximal-to-distal order from left (L) 1° branch, as do lateral 2° branches
L1 (box in b, c) and L2 from distal (RCd) portion of right (R) 1° branch. Bar, 200 μm. c, Branch
lineage diagram for oldest lung in b. Branch names indicate lineage, e.g. RCd.L1 is first lateral
2° branch off RCd. d, Lineage diagram of RCd.L1 showing 250 descendant branches at E15
(box in a). A, anterior; D, dorsal; L, lateral; M, medial; P, posterior; V, ventral; *, orientation
can vary.
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Figure 2. Branching modes in lung development
a–c, Domain branching. a, Schematics of lateral and dorsal 2° branches budding from L. Lateral
2° branches (L1-5) bud in proximal to distal order. Proximal-to-distal branching begins again
in second domain (projecting into plane of figure) to form a row of dorsal 2° branches (D1-4;
dashed circles). Right panel, E14 schematic rotated 90° to show dorsal branches. b, Lineage
diagram of 2° branches from L. Branches form in four domains: lateral (L), dorsal (D), medial
(M), and ventral (V), indicated by blue bars. c, Schematic cross sections through L and three
other branches indicated showing positions of domains and order (arrows) domains are used.
d, Planar bifurcation. Ventral view of branch L.L2 in series of fixed specimens from E13 to
E16 showing sequential bifurcations along A-P axis. E15 and E16 specimens were stained with
anti-Smooth Muscle α-Actin to highlight early branch generations, which are surrounded by
smooth muscle. Dotted lines outline bifurcations. Right panel, lineage of L.L2 descendants
formed by planar bifurcation; branches not yet formed in E16 specimen are in gray. Bar, 100
μm. e, Orthogonal bifurcation. End-on (dorsal) views of branches indicated in developmental
series of E13 and E14 specimens. L.D2 bifurcates along L-M axis, and its daughters along A-
P axis, whereas RCd.D1 bifurcates along A-P axis and its daughters along L-M axis. Bar, 100
μm. f, Schematics of branching modes. The first bifurcation in a series is classified
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retrospectively, based on the orientation of the subsequent bifurcation. Icons show patterning
and morphogenesis operations inferred for each mode: proximal-distal periodicity generator,
circumferential domain specifier, branch bifurcator, and bifurcation plane rotator.
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Figure 3. Deployment of branching modes
a, Lungs from Fig. 1a with branches pseudocolored blue (domain branching), green (planar
bifurcation), or red (orthogonal bifurcation) to indicate branching mode used to form the
branch. b, Close-up of L.L2 (dorsal view, lateral at right) pseudocolored as in a. Lineage
diagrams are also colored to indicate branching mode. Branching mode can switch between
generations and a single branch (e.g. L.L2) can form daughters by more than one mode. Bar,
100 μm. c, Sequences of branching mode use. DB, domain branching; OB, orthogonal
bifurcation; PB, planar bifurcation. Sequence 2 includes a lineage formed by Sequence 1
(dotted box) and Sequence 3 includes a lineage formed by Sequence 2 (dotted box). d, Diagram
showing sequence in c used to generate each lineage (named after the founder branch, see
Supplementary Fig. 1) off the lobar branches (R.Cr, R.Md, R.Ac, RCd, L). Most or all lineages
within a domain use the same sequence.
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Figure 4. Branching errors
(a, b) “Displacement error”. a, Standard arrangement of D2 and M1 2° branches off L. Left
panel, end-on (anterior) view of L and descendants. Right panel, end-on (medial) view of M1
and descendants; below, schematic of anterior view. a′, Standard lineage of L, D2 and M1.
Grey box, M1 lineage. b, Same views as a of lung in which M1* arises off D2, normally a
sister branch. Bar (for a and b), 50 μm. b′, M1* follows the normal M1 lineage (grey box).
(c, d) “Skipping a generation”. c, Standard arrangement of V2 arising off RCd.L1. Left panel,
end-on (ventral) view of V2 and its descendants, which form by orthogonal bifurcation. Right
panel, schematic depicting side (lateral) view of V2 and its daughters. c′, Standard lineage of
RCd.L1 and V2. Grey box, descendants of V2. d, Same view (left) and schematic (right) of
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lung that skipped V2 generation. Bar (for c and d), 50 μm. Anterior (A*) and posterior (P*)
branches sprout directly from RCd.L1, normally their grandparent. d′, Descendants of missing
V2 (grey box) follow normal lineage.
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Figure 5. Genetic control of branch pattern and lineage
(a, b) Ectopic domain branching in Spry2−/− mutants. a, RCd lobe (ventral view) of E12.5
control (Spry2+/−) lung with a single 2v branch (V1, circled) off RCd, at level of RCd.L4 (L4).
Below, RCd.V1 lineage and schematic of RCd with single ventral 2° branch (V1). b, Same
view of E12.5 Spry2−/− lung showing the normal ventral 2° branch (V1) and an ectopic branch
(V*) that forms earlier and proximal to V1. V* has already sprouted additional generations of
branches. Below, lineage and schematic show V* plus additional ectopic ventral branches
(V**, V***; dashed lines in schematic) seen in other Spry2−/− lungs (Supplementary Fig. 4).
Bar (for a and b), 200 μm. (c, d) Shifted domains in strain C57BL/6J. c, RCd lobe (dorsal view)
of E12.5 lung from control strain A/J. Dorsal 2° branch RCd.D1 (D1; white dot) forms just
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proximal to lateral 2° branch RCd.L1 (L1, white line). Below, lineage and schematic of RCd.D1
and other branches in D domain. d, Same view of E12.5 lung from C57BL/6J mouse with
shifty phenotype. RCd.D1 forms distal to RCd.L1. In shifty lungs, entire dorsal domain (black
line in schematic) is shifted distally along RCd relative to wild type (grey line in schematic)
but lineage is unaffected (except when there is a full unit shift and RCd.D4 lineage is missing,
as indicated in gray; see Supplementary Fig. 5). Bar (for c and d), 200 μm.
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Figure 6. A formal model of the lung branching program
(Top) Representation of branching modes as subroutines using different combinations of
patterning and morphogenesis operations (boxed; see Fig. 2f). Subroutines are locally modified
by input parameters P1–P4 that regulate variables indicated. P-D, proximal-distal. (Bottom)
Three subroutine coupling schemes generate the three observed sequences of subroutine use
(Fig. 3c). The schemes are related: bypass of step marked by asterisk in Sequence 2 generates
Sequence 1, and repeat of domain branching step (dashed line) generates Sequence 3. DB,
domain branching; PB, planar bifurcation; OB, orthogonal bifurcation.
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